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Executive Director’s Update
Greetings!
Here at WHS, we like to host events that celebrate you, our loyal supporters.
Recently, on a lovely evening at Pringle Hall, I was planning the usual inspired
thank you speech, when I decided instead to flip the program. I asked
the attendees what makes them proud to support WHS. The first answer
encompassed all the rest: “I love the 95% live release rate” said one woman who
has been faithfully supporting life-saving programs for years, both as a monthly
donor and a volunteer.
Then hands shot up: The Spay Neuter Clinic. The veterinary care. The transfer
program. Kitten Kaboodle. The Thrift Store. Kitten fosters. Hospice adoptions.
Ringworm treatment. Senior pet adoptions. The Behavior and Training program.
The volunteers. The staff. Dog play groups.
The pride in the room was palpable, and joy filled my heart knowing each of these
amazing people make these programs possible.
The truth is, programs like these are expensive and we really cannot do it without
you. We are your hands, caring for the animals in need, but as a donor, you are
the heartbeat of our animal welfare community, and we rely on you to keep us
healthy and growing.
Thank you for all you are doing. And if you aren’t a donor yet, please consider one
of the many ways you can help, including signing up for the Golden Hearts Club so
you can join the team that gives these dogs and cats a bright future.
With enduring gratitude,

BJ Andersen
Executive Director

A 95% live release rate is more
than an important statistic...it’s a
number that represents thousands
of happy stories our community
members—people like you—make
possible.

Brief Paws Cover Models
Our cover photo features the adorable June and Pono. These elderly
pups live with Brian and Marla Briggs here in Salem. June is about 11
years old, and she was found as a stray in the Los Angeles area. She was
covered with ticks and fleas, and her body had scars from several fights
(including one she endured while at the LA shelter). She also had severe
separation anxiety, and shelter life was hard. Life got better for June
when she was saved by a local rescue and brought to Oregon. The Briggs
adopted her in March of 2018.
Pono is about 11 years old, and he came from a shelter in Hawaii. He joined the Briggs family as a foster in 2018. Since June
has separation anxiety, the Briggs family didn’t know if getting another dog would help June or harm her. But Pono needed
help. He is almost blind, and has lots of skin problems.
It didn’t take long for June and Pono to become best friends. In August of 2018, Pono was officially adopted. The Briggs
family tells us, “They are a perfect fit for each other. She helps him to see, and he keeps her safe and calm. June and Pono
bring us great joy and happiness. They are now together at their forever home. Senior dogs make amazing pets!”
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Willamette Humane Society
PO Box 13005, Salem, OR 97309
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Terri Jackson, DVM
Don Judson, DVM
Erin Pascual

Taking Steps to
Save Lives
WillaMutt Strut raises over $40,000 for shelter pets!
BY ERIN WELDON,
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
On June 2 at Riverfront Park, over
500 two-legged shelter supporters,
plus hundreds of dogs, came together
to put their feet to the pavement for
shelter pets! Animal-loving businesses
and people raised a record-breaking
$40,000 for dogs and cats in need.
In WillaMutt Strut tradition, the event
was led by this year’s winner of the
Muttiest Mutt, Jack (pictured below).
On the “Strut” or the longer 5k, some
walked, some ran, some strutted.
From the pugs rolling the route in their
stroller, to the “log dog” who picks the
biggest, best stick from the route every
year, to the 5k runners beating their
best time, your community put their
feet and paws together to take steps
to save more lives this year. Events
like the Strut help create thousands of
happy tails every year--check out page
7 to read a few!

Presenting Sponsor
The Marble Center
Big Paw Sponsors
Capitol Subaru
Maps Community
Credit Union
Salem Clinic
Petco Foundation
Wagging Tail Sponsors
Nature’s Pet
Valley Credit Union
Bindi & Brinn the Pugs
Bentley’s Coffee
Salem Emergency Vet
DLH Screenprinting
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Jasper
Blossoms
From a Seed
of Kindness
Jasper was worried when he arrived
in the shelter. A box hidey-hole helped
him feel safe.
BY JEAN DION,
DIGITAL CONTENT COORDINATOR
It takes a community to help an animal in need. When
a team of donors, staff, volunteers, and adopters work
together, we can help even shy, sad, sickly pets to blossom.
But it’s easy to forget that the flowering begins with one
small seed of kindness.
Consider Jasper.
This four-year-old Siamese boy was a community cat. That
means he had no consistent access to food, water, and a
safe space to sleep. Most importantly, he didn’t have access
to medical care. And it showed.
Jasper had entropion. This painful medical condition causes
the eyelashes to curl inward, and they make contact with
the surface of the eye. Each blink drags those hairs over the
cornea. Each blink hurts, and it also causes damage.
We’re not sure how long Jasper lived like that. But we know
he became functionally blind.
Someone in the community spotted this sickly, suffering cat.
And this family decided to do something to help. The family
earned Jasper’s trust, and they brought him to us for care.
It’s here that his story took a turn for the better.
Jasper had entropion repair surgery, so his eyelashes point
back out. His vaccinations were brought up to date. He was
neutered. Every day, the medical team gave him eyedrops
and painkillers to help him feel better.

At the same time, volunteers helped Jasper learn to trust.
It wasn’t easy. Jasper was worried about all the sounds and
smells in the shelter, and he still couldn’t see very well. He
spent his early days hissing and spitting and worrying.
But as his eyes healed, so did his spirit. Jasper stopped
sitting in his box, and he started asking for attention.
He gobbled up all the treats we gave him, and soon, he
blossomed into a trusting, cuddly lap cat.
Jasper paid it forward when he moved into a suite. His
roommates included two shy black cats, and these sweeties
weren’t sure how to feel about people. Jasper showed them
how to greet humans, and he cuddled with them when they
grew worried.
In short, Jasper bloomed into a lovely family cat prospect.
And it all started with one person that reached out to help a
forgotten soul in our neighborhood. That was the seed that
made this happy ending possible.
Street cats like Jasper are so thankful for the rescuers
among us. And so are we.
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CONSIDERING

a Shy Dog?

Ask These Four
Questions First
By Chelsea Rock, JD, CPDT-KA
Behavior & Training Manager

Those beautiful, brown eyes stare out
at you. The backstory tugs on your
heartstrings. Everything in you says,
“help them.” You’ve fallen for a shy dog.
We understand.

We know shy dogs can capture your
heart in a way confident dogs just can’t.
But know this: Living with fearful dogs
is not for the casual pet owner or faint
of heart.
That’s why we have in-depth
conversations with families interested
in our shy residents. We invest a lot
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in these special pups, and we owe it
to them (and the community) to place
them in a home that’s just right for
them.
So, here’s some of what I encourage
adopters to consider before coming to
meet a prospective family member:
What goals and activities do you
have in mind for your next dog?
Just like people, dogs have different
social interests, activity preferences,
physical capabilities, behavioral
tendencies, and other unique traits. Do

your goals match up with what a shy
dog would enjoy? Are you prepared
to alter your goals if this dog is as
confident and social now as they will
ever be? It’s better for everyone to find
the dog that fits your current lifestyle,
rather than trying to mold a dog to fit
into it.
What kind of exercise and
interaction do you reasonably
and currently have time for on a
daily and weekly basis?
Consider your current lifestyle, routine,
and obligations (not what you’d like
them to be):
• What you will be able to share with
your next dog?
• Do you work full-time? Does your 		
lunch break allow for a quick trip 		
home or do you need a strong 		
bladder and mellow mind?
• Do you or your kids have a social 		
engagement or hobby every night 		
of the week?
• How often do you hang out with 		
friends or eat out?
• What do you really prefer to do 		
when you are actually at home?
• What kind of time and interest do 		
you have in teaching and playing 		
with your dog?
• Are you a gym rat, or mix it up with 		
some outdoor workouts?
• Are you a weekend warrior, or does
the thought of hiking make you 		
want to binge on brunch so that 		
you have a legit excuse to wallow 		
the rest of Saturday!? (Not all of us
are athletes!)
Pro tip: I know it’s
tempting to get a dog to
boost your spirits or get
your rear off the sofa, but
my recommendation is
to establish any workout
habits you’re hoping an
active dog will help with a
good month before adopting
so that you are ready to meet
that dog’s needs.

What kind of training
experience and interest do you
have?
We know not everyone wants to geek
out on dog behavior like we do! Many
people just want to enjoy their furry
companion and call it good.
If you’re looking for your first dog,
maybe you’re motivated to do
everything right and have the time and
ambition to take on a training project,
supported by our team. Great!
But maybe you’re a first-time dog owner
that wants to start out easy, with a
dog that knows the basics and doesn’t
need a whole lot of anything besides
love. That’s great, too!
If you really are a dog nerd that finds
teaching to be rewarding, whether
it’s for life skills or dog sports, let’s
keep talking! The dogs in our behavior
program need homes that can commit
to training, which is why we include free
follow up lessons or classes with these
dogs.
What training gear do you use?
This is a critical question for future shydog guardians. Sensitive dogs are easily
upset by hard handling, and some
dogs have had bad prior experiences
with training that contributed to more
behavior challenges.

What’s it
Really
Like to
Adopt a
Shy Dog?
We asked one of our favorite
families to answer that question.
Here’s what those special people
had to say.
“When we brought Pooh home we
had no idea what we were getting
into. Things began to unravel as
she settled in and her variety
of anxieties showed. Pooh was
terrified of everything and could
not be left alone, not even for a
quick errand, without destroying
something.
We had already fallen in love with
this sweet dog, but we felt trapped
and were simply out of ideas. We
couldn’t imagine returning her to the
shelter, but we couldn’t live our lives.
With a lot of help from the WHS
staff, our veterinarian, anxiety
medication, and Help for Your
Fearful Dog by Nicole Wilde, we
made it through the early years and
established a routine.

We’re not trying to play the blame-game
here, but we would like to know more
about your training and handling habits
so that we can either coach you to
better meet a dog’s needs or find you a
dog who will be suited to your style.

Nine years later, Pooh only has
about ten people that she is
comfortable with, and we have
never once dropped her off
anywhere. Everything is much more
complex with anxiety dogs and they
need structure.

Is a shy dog right for you?
Yes, we’re asking some big questions
here! Taking the time to consider them
and meet with us is just a drop in
the bucket of what a pet needs from
family, though. When you send in your
Adoption Questionnaire for dogs in our
behavior program, know that we care
about helping you find the right dog and
each of our dogs, the right home.

If you have an anxiety dog, get help,
don’t be afraid to medicate for a
year or two while you train and build
solid habits, and accept the fact
that this is a very long road. We
didn’t see progress every week or
even every month, but as we look
back, we saw the progress. We
documented it on our blog:
https://myshydog.weebly.com/“
Summer/Fall 2019 | Brief Paws |
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WHS Happy Tails
At Willamette Humane Society (WHS), happy endings happen every day—and it’s all thanks to the
generous support and love of people like you. Catch up with some of our favorite shelter alumni and
see what life really looks like in that perfect forever home.
Nosey finds his family
It was kitten season at the
shelter and we all fell in love
with this little guy after reading
his description and seeing
the picture. Nosey (formerly
Neville) and his kitten siblings
had been fostered by a family
that had young children and
dogs....just like us!! We wanted
to write this note as a huge
THANK YOU to the foster family
that helped raise him to be the
awesome cat that he is. We
hope you are reading this and
that you keep fostering. You
have inspired us to consider fostering in the future so that
we can do the same for other animals in need. We could not
be happier with our little guy. Thank you for all you do!

Spud finds his happy
ever after
I adopted “Spud” a few months
ago. His new name is NOLA,
as in New Orleans, LA — and
just like that great city, he’s
come back from a crisis and is
doing better than ever! My vet
says he’s very healthy for his
age, on track regaining weight,
and his coat becomes more
beautiful and shiny every week.
He’s exceptionally smart, very
mellow, goofy, eager to please,
and a terrific companion. Thank
you so much for taking him in,
bringing him back to health,
and allowing me to take him
home!

Chloe has new best
friends

Forest has room
to roam

Chloe spent a little longer at
the shelter than most before
adoption. I didn’t intend to
adopt her when I came to pick
out a cat. She wasn’t even on
my radar. Yet, she charmed me
and carefully watched me as I
walked around trying to decide
who to take home. In the end,
it was her! Now we are at our
new home in Bradford, PA.
Chloe has even more room to
wander, play, and sleep. Chloe
is an old kitty, but seems to
have many good years left to
cuddle, purr, and perfect her 3
a.m. zoomies. I’m so happy to
spend those years with her.

I want to express my most
heartfelt thanks to the young
woman who surrendered her
“Doj” to WHS in the hope
that he would have a better
quality of life. You made his
(and our) current life possible.
We are retired and walk in the
surrounding woods and hills
daily, and Forest is wonderful
on a leash and loves his walks.
He has gotten us both in better
shape because he needs so
much exercise (over 5 miles a
day, typically). He’s very happy
and so are we; we’re feeling
blessed to be family. Thank you
to WHS and his former people.

Love happy stories? Follow us on Facebook and Instagram!
We share one per week. Tag us in a post, and you could be featured!
Email your “Happy Tail” to happytails@whs4pets.org.
7
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Petcetera
Shelter News and Updates

• Books, treats for the animals,
and blankets are provided, 		
but families are welcome to bring
their own blankets and books.
• Pajamas are encouraged!
• Cost for the first visit is $5, but
every visit after is free.
• Kids also can win prizes for
completing multiple reading sessions.
This program is sponsored in part by a
grant from Athletes for Animals. We’ll
have information and signups on the
website soon, but to learn more, send
an e-mail to education@whs4pets.org

Shelter Storytime:
Reading is Fun for
Everyone

Our newest program for kids, Shelter
Storytime, just might do the trick. We’re
encouraging kids age 5 to 11 to come
read to shelter dogs and cats.

Some details you’ll need to know:
• Shelter Storytime sessions last for up
to an hour.
• Reading spots will be available every
weekend so they won’t interfere with
school.

Thanks to the generosity of the Salem
Center Mall, the new off-site adoption
center, called Kitten-Kaboodle, is
celebrating its fifth year, and has been
open on weekends from July through
October.
On average, over 900 moms and
kittens come into the shelter from April
through October. Kittens old enough to
be spayed or neutered are placed on
the shelter’s adoption floor. Kittens too
young for adoption go to foster homes,
where they are cared for and socialized.
Once they are old enough, they head to
Kitten-Kaboodle.

When it comes to reading, practice
makes perfect. But as many parents
know, getting kids to love reading isn’t
always easy.

Animals make exceptional reading
coaches. They never judge (especially
since they can’t read themselves).
And many of our shelter pets love the
soothing sound of someone reading to
them. It eases the sometimes stressful
environment of the shelter, and that
could help these sweet creatures
connect with the perfect family.

adoption outlet in the Salem Center
Mall became a reality in 2015.

With the exception of one staff person,
Kitten-Kaboodle is run entirely by
volunteers, many who foster kittens.

Kittens, Kittens and
More Kittens

This year, Kitten-Kaboodle is in a bigger
space in the mall, and has added a
popular new feature. For a $5 donation,
you can spend time with kittens who
are too young for adoption, but who
thrive on cuddles. Stop by during
regular mall hours, Friday through
Sunday, for some kitten love.

What’s a shelter to do when there
are more kittens than there is space?
Thanks to some creative problem
solving, the idea of having an offsite
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Donors Step Up
Whether you’re one person, or a small business, find out how you can provide vital support.

A Perfect Match
Featuring Sheryl and Austin

Making a Difference
By Sara Masser, Donor Engagement Coordinator

By Sherri Partridge, Community Philanthropy Officer
Sheryl likes to stay busy. Whether it’s volunteering to
help adults learn English, spending time in her garden,
or attending shelter events, she isn’t one to sit still. And
when Sheryl is out and about, chances are Austin isn’t
far behind. He’s a little shy, but once you get to know him,
you can’t help but love the little guy – and his big ears.
Austin is a seven-year-old Terrier mix Sheryl adopted from
Willamette Humane Society six years ago.

People often think of
philanthropists as individuals,
but Willamette Humane Society
(WHS) partners with a number
of businesses, large and small.
And each one helps shelter pets
blossom. And they’re doing it in
some interesting ways.

“At the time, my mom came to live with me and she really
wanted a dog,” said Sheryl. “I knew I wanted a rescue, so
Willamette Humane Society was the first place I looked.”
She has been hooked ever since.

When you think of businesses
helping nonprofits, huge
sponsorship campaigns from
national businesses may come to mind. But a business
of any size can support a nonprofit. It can be as simple
as putting a donation box at your check-out desk, or as
creative as sponsoring a kitten party for your staff. (Yes—
that’s a thing!) Here are a few ideas on how your business
can get involved:
• Hold an employee engagement contest to raise funds
for shelter pets
• Include WHS in your employee giving program
• Organize employees for a volunteer work party
• Collect customer change at your check-out desk
• Offer a matching gift for an employee fundraiser
• Organize a fundraising team to walk at WillaMutt Strut
• Donate a portion of proceeds from sales
• Like, share, and comment on WHS Facebook posts to
help your customers find their new best friend
• Sponsor a kitten party for your staff
• Donate a basket, service, or item for Bowser’s Boo
Bash

Whenever Sheryl has the opportunity, she lets friends,
neighbors, and new people she meets know about the
programs and services at WHS. And about how adopting
Austin changed her life.
“The bond between humans and animals is so important,”
said Sheryl. “It improves life and brings such joy to both
animals and people. I often say about Austin that I’m not
sure who rescued whom.”
Sheryl also is dedicated to financially supporting the
shelter by funding needed services and projects including
the spay and neuter clinic, the behavior and training
program, and medical equipment.
“I highly recommend people take the time to learn the
many ways WHS is a resource for our community, and
then get involved,” said Sheryl. “Whether it’s through
adopting, supporting a special event or making a financial
gift, WHS is a treasure we all should support.”

We love being creative and finding the perfect way for
each business to help shelter pets. Spread the word:
businesses can help pets find homes too! Just ask
Santiam Brewing, Bentley’s Coffee, Capitol Subaru, Hoss
Sauce, Maps Credit Union, Roth’s Fresh Markets, and 110
other businesses who partnered with us last year.
Questions? You can reach our team directly at 503-5855900 ext. 324 or by emailing development@whs4pets.org.
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Round Of Apaws
Celebrating people and programs.

What’s New at the WHS
Thrift Store?
Did you know that the WHS Thrift Store
has a dedicated Facebook page? Every
day, we share photos of a few favorite
finds. These are two pieces that caught
the attention of our audience lately.
When was the last time you saw an
avocado-green rotary phone? We often
have antiques flow through the shop,
and they tend to move out quickly.
We also have quirky animal-based items
in the shop, like this rabbit. Some are
old, some are new, and all are adorable.
If you’re not following us on Facebook,
please join us! Our handle is @whsthrift.
You’ll always be in the know about new
items in the shop.
And if you haven’t been in the shop for
awhile, you might be surprised at the
delights that await you. We have:
•
		
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
		

Clothes (for men, women, and
children)
Shoes
Games, Books, Toys
Household items
Records, tapes, CDs
Kitchen items
Animal supplies
Craft and sewing supplies
Blankets, comforters, and 		
pillows

Purrrfect Place to Work
On a grant application, we were asked
“What would we do with $1,000?”
And a creative idea came to life. WHS
could address the challenge of where
to house our “working cats,” those
kitties who prefer to live outside, with a
job, and a little farther away from their
human caretakers. As you can imagine,
they don’t really enjoy life in the shelter,
so we wanted to give them their own
space.
With support of the Best Friends
Animal Society “No More Homeless
Pets Network” flash grant, we received
the $1,000. A local company, Better
Built Barns, stepped in with an
amazing discount on one of their
custom sheds, and a generous donor
contributed an additional $1,000. Then
there was the incredible amount of
work donated by Eagle Scouts Carson
and Evan. Carson handled construction
on the inside, and Evan tackled the
outside fencing.
Together, everyone worked to create
a safe, enclosed, separate space
where our working cats can live while
they wait for their next employment
opportunity. Thank you to everyone
who contributed to this exciting project.
For more information about adopting a
working cat, check out our website at
whs4pets.org

We’re located at 548 High St. NE, and are open Monday-Saturday from 10:30
a.m. to 6 p.m., and Sunday from 12:30 p.m. until 5 p.m.
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Tribute Gifts
Received March 1, 2019 through June 30, 2019

People
Memorials
JEAN ANDERSON
Shirley Hardy
CARMEN ANTONIO
ORLAINETA ARJONA
Mike and Carol McGlone
MARIJANE ATKINSON
Susan Gleich
Estate of Marijane Atkinson
JANIS BAILEY-ARMSTRONG
Terry and Marty Bailey
HARRY BARBER
Pat and Craig Anderson
RICHARD C BARR
Laura Bales
Craig and Joyce Fear
Iola Hill
Brian and Kari Nielsen
Ronald and Kimberly 		
Splonski
Scott VadeZande and Jan
Place-VandeZande

NORMAN BEUGLI
Lorraine Beugli
DERRIER CAMPBELL
Melba Dyal
LEO CHANDLER
Theodore and Barbara Flook
Melva and Robert Galligher
Jeffrey and Trina Reese
LUCILLE CLARK
Laurie Davis
Terri Judd
BETTY COREY
Meri Boisen
CAROLE ELVIN
Kathleen Elvin

RALPH KULINK
Ed and Marianne Hoeykens
Jan and Todd Ketter
Norma Kulink
SUSAN LAING
Ann Hanus
FRANK LANE
Richard and Pam Myers
Lucia and Paul Norris
Jean Rover
IONA MAE MAHAFFEYYONCE
Toni Payseno
DAVE AND PAT MARK
Michael and Lorene Vollmar

SHIRLEY GUNTER
Linda and Dan Groah
KEN HEDLUND
Karen and Bill Horner

JANE BATES
Cathryn Ingalls

AARON JOERGER
Alissa and Mark Joerger

MOLLY WALSH MASON*
Nancy Walsh

MABEL BAUGHMAN
Randy and Linda Baker
Phillip and Kimberly Lemman
Lori Lassen

MARION JEAN KIERZEK
Marion Perryman

TOM MCGEE
Lorraine Beugli
Kathy and Randy Gould

BEVERLY BEAKEY
Fran Neavoll
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RICHARD MOSMAN AND
PEPPER
Van Ness Mosman
TOM MURPHY
Sharon Peerenboom
SALLY NELSON
Tara Nelson
TIM NOLAN
Gerald and Anita Beyer
Mindy Burton
Bill DeJager and Sheila
Nolan
Susan Fletcher
Norman Fosback
Margo Hampton
John and Diane Sangster
Mary Lu Snodgrass
ETHEL PADOEN
Larry and Kathy Marr
Joan Powell
Katie Powell

DR. DANIEL HOGAN
Beverly Broomfield
Margaret Broomfield
Lorraine Kauffman

KEVIN KING
E.J. King

KELLY MITCHELL
Sharon Roemmel and 		
Theresa Cornwell

BEN MCMANN
Kyle and Carol McMann

SHIRLEY POCHUREK
LeRoy and Sylvia Kline
MARY RUNYON
William and Sharon Smith
OPAL SLITER
Betsy Clark
LETA GAY SNYDER
Robert and Carla Ball

CORRINE G. STEIGER
Pamela Brekas
ROBIN STENDER
Karen Burton
Sharon Johnstone
CAROLYN STUMP
Charles and Sylvia Alva
Carol and Dennis Busby
Margaret Crockwell
Gerald Engle
Janette Hall
Karen and Bill Horner
Michael Powers
Sandra Sparks
Phill Young
DAVID SWANSON
Jeff Wehrman and Cyndi
Montelongo
ETHEL TILTON
Warren and Sue Lamb
CATHY ANN ELIZABETH
WALTHER
Bill and Jennifer Martinak
Stettler Supply Company
EVIE WOODS
Melva and Robert Galligher

Lila Kay Peace Garden
Recognize that special
person or pet in your life
with an engraved brick or
a columbarium niche. The
columbarium provides a
final resting place for your
pets. Plants, benches
and memorial bricks are
incorporated in this peaceful
setting. For more information
contact development@
whs4pets.org

Pet
Memorials
ALL ANIMALS
John and Patricia O’Connor
AMOS
Larry Lenon
ANGEL
Barbara Adams
ANNIE
Rick and Beth Kowalski
BAILEY
Sharon Geiger
BAXTER
Kathleen and David Hanson
Michael and Ruth Higgs
BELLA
Lisa Heathman
BLACK KITTY
Cathryn Ingalls
BLANCA
Cathryn Ingalls
BO
Shannon Borgman
BOSS HOG
Jeff Kobayashi
BRIDIE
Connie and Hank DeHaan
BRODY
Julie Brenneman
Cynthia and Michael Kruger

BUDDY
William and Marsha Hoskins

GEORGE
Jennifer Serjeant

BUNNY, CALLIE, AND MISTY
Kit Fowler

GINSBURG
Heather Vogelsong and Mark
Kremkow

BUTTON
Edith Forkner

GUNTHER
Kevin Coady

CHARLIE
Tom and Barbara Halsey
Sherrie Vogel

HEARTBREAKER I, II & III
Louise and Larry Martin

CHICO
Tom and Cesie Scheuermann

IZZY, SOCKS AND PEPPER
Sandra Haner

CHLOE
Lucia and Paul Norris
CODY
Pat Larock
CRYSTAL
Lynn Wiebe
DAISY
Kathy Pallant
DIEGO
Bonnie and Chuck Peter
ELLIE MAE
Phyllis Bolton
FLETCHER
Stephen and Kristen 		
Williams
GABBIE
Jill Read

JED*
Vince and Georgena Carrow
Beverly Clark
Tony and Karen DeLorenzo
Gordon and Carol Fleming
Jack and Karen Hart
Sharon Miller and Larry
Nasset
Lucia and Paul Norris
Daniel and Jeanie 		
Schlottmann
Lucia and Paul Norris
JUNIOR
Anonymous
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KK
Laurie Clark

PEANUT
Tara Nelson

SASSY & NIKKY
Hanni Andersen

LADDIE AND LADY
Donna Smith

PEEWEE
Karen Roff

SHANTIE AND BC
Margo Hampton

ALACRITOUS ALTRUISM
Tim Woodden

LIBBY
Pam Burt

PIP
Leslie and Frank Witczak

LUCY
Patricia Lindquist

RILEY
William and Marsha Hoskins

SNOWY
Jae Kim
Rami and Ju An Kim

ARLO’S EIGHTH ADOPT-AVERSARY
Carol and Paul VanHouten

MABEL, TUPPY, AND SADIE
Melanie and Michael 		
Freeman

ROCCO
Joe Ptasnik

STELLA
Stockton Garver

ELIZABETH BALTZ
Shayne and Gayle Gustafson

TIA
Donna and James 		
Archambault

TOBY BAUMANN
Annette Metz

MADDIE
Sharon Peerenboom

TIGER
Richard and Nevella Kiter

MARTY AND CHERRY
Isabella Romero

TOOTS
Jeanette Smith

MAX SCHAEFER
Tracy and Jeff Crandall
MIKI
Heather Vogelsong and Mark
Kremkow

WILSON
William and Marsha Hoskins

MOO CAT, C-DEV
Callie Gisler

ROME*
David and Robin Large
Randy and Muriel Mills
Reiley and Mary Reid
Vickie and Carlos Simpson
Pamela Wood
Tracy and Jeff Crandall

MR. MARC
Samantha Fenwrick

RUBY TUESDAY
Sue Spinney

NIKKO
Sandy Wheeler

RUSTY
Deb Haugen

NIMI
Karin Thomas

SAMI
Mary Schumacher

MIKIE, BILLY, AND JOEY
Vi MacDonald

WOLFIE
Joan Fraser
YODA
Jim and Bonnie Schroeder
Shannon Priem
ZEKE
Charles P. Austin
ZOEY
Phyllis Bolton
ZORA
Ann Hanus

Honorariums

BUFFY
James Stone
JOAN FRASER
Barbara Fraser
KAREN GARIBAY
Yvonne Montgomery
GINGER
Sara Masser
CALLIE GISLER
Matter Communications
BAYLOR HAMPTON
Merri and Patrick Lynch
FRIEDA T. HEMANN
Marcia and John Moeller
ANNIKA HORNER’S 13TH
BIRTHDAY
Karen and Bill Horner
JACK
David and EJ Ayers
MR. KOENIG
Gloria Koenig
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TEDDY LAYFIELD
Mary Gorman
SANDI MANION
Barb Cash
MARTHA AND BEV
Bob and Barbara George
EUGENE MASON
Sue Mason
GRETA MAUZE’S BIRTHDAY
David and Shari McDonald
MARGO MCBRIDE AND
LOUIS THE CAT
Karen and Bill Horner

RUSTY
Bruce and Monika 		
MacDuffee
SALLY JO
Nancy Dixon
SEMSON
Charles and Glenda Mudrick
IRENE SHEA
Betsy Blocker
SIRI
Alex Rose
TRIGGER AND SCOOTER
Dwight and Judy Courtney

SHARON MILLER’S
BIRTHDAY
Vince and Georgena Carrow

ESTER WATSON OF SALEM
COMPUTER
Jeffry Nixon

ADAM AND MARY SUE
MILLER
Anthony Morton and Kaitlin
Hill

LOCI WEATHERS
Jenna Weathers

BOBBIE MOONEYHAN
Chris and Terri Gillespie

FEATURE A TRIBUTE

SHERRI PARTRIDGE
Vickie and Carlos Simpson
SHANNON PRIEM
Bruce and Marilyn Priem
Gayle Priem
MARTHA RUSSELL
Mary Rasmussen
Dixie Swanson

Spotlight your loved ones!
Combined tribute donations of
$250 or more are eligible for a
small featured photo in the tributes
gift section in an upcoming issue
of Brief Paws.
Please include a photo in your Brief
Paws donation envelope, e-mail
a digital copy to development@
whs4pets.org, or upload a photo
when making a tribute gift of $250
or more at whs4pets.org.

Hero
Helpers
By Janine Catalino, Volunteer Manager
On a balmy spring
evening, food trucks
line the WHS dog
walking field. Music
is playing, dogs and
people alike are
enjoying the ambiance,
and Santiam beer is
on tap. It’s Food Truck
Frenzy time.
On an early June
morning over 300
walkers and runners
gather at Riverfront
Park. Many have dogs
of all shapes and sizes
by their side. Vendor booths circle the demonstration
arena, where everything from dancing dogs to “My Dog
Will Eat That” contests are held. It’s WillaMutt Strut
time.
In late October, people in clever costumes are heading
to the Salem Convention Center. Inside, silent auction
tables are set, beer and wine are on tap, and a live
auction and catered dinner will soon begin. It’s the
shelter’s biggest fundraiser of the year, Bowser’s Boo
Bash.
These events would not be possible without the
many talented volunteers who work alongside shelter
staff planning and working events. On average, over
300 volunteers assist with fundraising events and
outreach programs throughout the year. Many of these
volunteers also have regular assignments at our thrift
store, as dog walkers, as fosters, in our Spay & Neuter
Clinic, caring for our cats and many other important
tasks.
Join us in giving kudos, hats off, as well as our sincere
and heartfelt gratitude to these dedicated volunteers.
Whatever the task our dedicated volunteers make
magic happen every day.
Summer/Fall 2019 | Brief Paws |
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